Effortless swimming and movement development in childhood
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ABSTRACT

The water skills are most important for physical and motor development. This work aim to define the whole aspects of the growth for children between 4 to 13 years old. Water skills development is different from earthly skills one, it happens in the water, a new environment with 700 time the viscosity of the air and with new skills not referable to gross motor skills. First step of swimming learning is water's fear overcoming and the learning of the basic water skills, one of the most important is the force breathing to win water's viscosity. Method is theoretical to recognize the scientific literature about the swimming learning. Results show the new procedure about teaching on heuristic learning, according to ecological approach and opposite to cognitive one. Ecological approach is very important for the first phases of the growth, focusing the educational action on fun as a mean to learn water skills and feel confident in the water. With the physical growth, prescriptive learning is progressively integrated with the ludic playing. In conclusion is significant the early introduction, the natural contact to the water to stimulate water attitudes. In the second time to suggest the traditional methods to learn the skills and master the strength to properly swim. Keywords: Swimming; Multilateral approach; Heuristic learning; Ecological approach.
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INTRODUCTION

The water skills are most important for physical and movement development such as the motor skills in absolute. Water skills development is different from earthly skills one, it happens in the water, a new environment with 700 times the viscosity of the air and with new skills not referable to gross motor skills (D'Elia, 2019, D'elia et al, 2019, D'isanto, 2019, D'Isanto et al, 2019, Raiola et al, 2018, Sanseviero et al, 2019). First step of swimming learning is water's fear overcoming and the learning of the basic water skills, one of the most important is the force breathing to win water's viscosity. Swimming school is the most important phase for the acquisition of the earliest water skills and to stay confident in the water. The approach is ecological dynamic and is very important to have fun in the water to keep a good concentration's level by the children. The games structure must be coherent to the acquisition of water skills and, at the same time they must be interesting for the children. The competitive swimming uses cognitive approach and prescriptive method, opposite to swimming school. The following study focuses on the educational progressions of the swimming school which is divided in different levels according to the growth stages of the children. This work aim to define the whole aspects of the growth for children between 4 to 13 years old.

METHOD

To recognize the scientific literature about the swimming learning it is utilized the theoretical argumentative approach to define the specific teaching method such as in physical education and sport by deductive, logic and rational path.

RESULTS

Results show the new procedure about teaching on heuristic learning, according to ecological approach and opposite to cognitive one. The aim is to reach and shown the active and heuristic method based on multilateralism and fun, opposite to linear method based on repetitiveness (Raiola, 2017, 2015ab, 2013, 2012ab, 2011ab, Raiola, Di Tore, 2017). Ecological approach is very important for the first phases of the growth, focusing the educational action on fun as a mean to learn water skills and feel confident in the water. With the physical growth (Ceciliani, 2019, Ceciciliani et al, 2005, D'Isanto, 2016), prescriptive learning is progressively integrated with the ludic playing. The linear method is based on mechanics repetition of the skill, with a progressively increase of training volume, the results coming fast, but they are not adaptable to children's growth in most cases. Prescriptive teaching is not indicated for the ludic expression of the movement. The active method maintains the ludic playing until 11/13 years old and focuses on technique and communication between athlete and coach (Valentini et al, 2018ab). The metabolic work is administered according to the age and technical level of the athletes, respecting the sensitive phases of the growth. Swimming technique is readapted according to the growth stages. Is important to combine sensorial circuit and other games out of the water to guarantee good corporeity and movement to the athletes. Swimming is a performance sport which requires a good development of coordination skills, in particular balance and kinaesthetic differentiation. The first part focuses on analysers perception and multilateralism.

Perception exercises to stimulate the analysers in and out of the water. Exercises to work on stabilizers muscles, coordination exercises. Exercises with educational aids like proprioceptive ball, hand paddle, finger paddle, fin. Cognitive exercises mixed to ludic exercises to learn and have fun in the water. Exercise to improve leg kick for a good propulsion in the water. Other exercises to stimulate children's curiosity, use imagination to create new exercises adapted for the children.
As following there are the educational aids for the effortless swimming, they are in commerce by the water games factory.

A. Hand paddle, finger paddle.

B. Outrigger.

C. Little horse.

D. Maxi animal.

E. Animal table.

F. Couple hips
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A Montessorian approach is more adaptable and effective in the most part of the cases, it help the children to stay confident in the water and have fun in it (Gaetano et al, 2015) and so, the health status is satisfied (Gaetano, 2016, Tiziana et al, 2017). It's important to adapt the environment to children's needs, to use scientific educational toys to drive the children during the movement development. The instructors are educators who respect the kids and teach them to obtain autonomy on few situations in the water. They teach them how to solve problems by themselves.
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